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High Point, NC, October 13, 2020 — Jonathan Charles, known for their award-winning skillfully handcrafted luxury home
furnishings, is debuting the 28-piece Barcelona Collection in their High Point Showroom located at 200 North Hamilton and,
on their website, JonathanCharlesFurniture.com. The Collection is part of the company’s launch of multiple new lifestyle
collections and stand-alone items premiering in time for the October High Point Market.
“Interpreting classic forms through a modern lens, Barcelona celebrates the interplay of
beautiful veneer work, stunning finish techniques and master metalwork in stainless steel with
a warm champagne finish along with silver and gold leaf accents. The shaping of the case
and seating pieces reflects an appreciation for a clean transitional aesthetic while still
referencing the historic motifs found in traditional styling.”
				

...the evolution of artistry

The Barcelona Collection’s stunning bleached walnut veneer patterns are a design highlight. Shown above on the Bed is
an intricate book matched herringbone veneer pattern while the Dresser and Nightstand show organic movement with
natural flowing swirl patterns. The Benches add contrast with champagne finished stainless steel legs and a leather-covered
stretcher bar.

t The casual interpretation of traditional styling continues in the dining
room with the gorgeous round Barcelona Dining Table and Chairs. The
champagne finished stainless steel pedestal base table is topped with
an expertly-crafted radial book match pattern on the bleached walnut
top. The hand-rubbed finish keeps it relaxed and friendly. The Chairs,
with solid American walnut frames, are upholstered in a textured
performance fabric in Skipper and make the dining room the “pièce
de résistance” of the Collection.

u Stately elegance defines the Barcelona Sideboard where no detail is
overlooked. The top is crowned with beautiful Spanish marble and the swirl
veneer on the doors and drawers are fully framed in warm champagne
colored stainless steel. The hand-forged stainless steel legs and custom
hardware complete the story.
u Floating above the Sideboard is the Barcelona Mirror finished in cast
aluminum with a silver leaf finish.

t A showstopper of the Collection is the shimmering two-door Accent Cabinet.
The high-gloss black lacquered cabinet has an iridescent silver and gold leaf
lacquered diamond pattern front that makes a stunning statement. The hand-cast
stainless steel stretcher bar and legs along with the custom hardware gives it an
elevated sophistication.

u When it’s five o’clock the Barcelona Bar Cabinet stands ready to serve. Closed it is a striking
focal point with its bleached walnut swirl veneer checkerboard pattern front perched on graceful,
soft champagne finished stainless steel legs sitting atop the walnut base. Open the doors to find
an abundance of lighted storage space for favorite beverages, glasses and accessories.

“Barcelona’s outstanding craftsmanship makes this collection one of our best,” commented Eric Graham, president of Jonathan
Charles. “The finely detailed veneer work with casual hand-rubbed low-luster lacquer finishes are very livable, not fussy.
Highlighted by a blend of bleached walnut veneer patterns with champagne stainless steel details, the collection offers unique
pieces that complement each other. Moreover, the design’s versatility makes it easy for designers and homeowners to use as
a blended collection or to mix Barcelona with other collections to achieve a luxurious but approachable interior.”
The Barcelona Collection upholstery selections focus on the relaxing comfort found in traditional frames but reinterpreted in
a more modern style for today’s affluent consumer. The Sofa and Lounge Chair are handsome from every angle. They are
covered in richly textured Shamballa performance fabric and highlighted with walnut trim on the front arms that curves around
to frame the back creating subtle motion. The Accent Chair’s classic form is vintage inspired but presented in a more modern
structure for maximum comfort and outfitted in All Star Flax performance fabric to fit with current lifestyle needs.

In addition to its launch at the High Point Market, retailers, designers and media can take a virtual showroom tour featuring The
Barcelona Collection as well as Jonathan Charles’ two other new collections, Toulouse and Cambrio.
You can download these images at Jonathan Charles. If you have any questions, would like to take a tour or need more information please contact Cathy Lloyd, cathy@tmm.agency, 336-956-2488.
Jonathan Charles believes as makers, they celebrate the legacy of meticulous workmanship. As creatives, they explore and envision new possibilities.
Producing collections and individual objects that elevate heritage craftsmanship with modern sensibility is what Jonathan Charles embodies. Simply stated,
it is the evolution of artistry. For more on Jonathan Charles, please visit their website, or find them on Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn or Pinterest.

